ACP 131(B)
SECTION J
ENCODE

VISUAL

ANSWER. ADVICE OR ORDER

KEY

QUESTION

CALL SIGN

What are the call

Call signs of ths ships in

signs of the ships

company with me are...(For

in company with you?

visual use only)*

•••(1* Flaghoist; 2. Sema
phore; 3* 20 inch signaling
projector; 4, 10 inch sig
naling projector; 5. ALDIS;
6. Intermediate; 7. Heather;

EQUIPMENT

SIGNAL
ZJI

ZJM

8* Daylight signaling lan
tern; 9, Masthead flashing
light; 10. Infrared; 11.
Signal search light; 12*
Omnidirectional flashing

light; 13. Directional
flashing light*

EXERCISE

Intensive flag signalling
will take place shortly
(or in ... minutes).

ZXR

LIGHTS

Read*signaling light of...

ZJA

Your light is unreadable
...(1. Not trained cor
rectly; 2* Not bright

ZJH

d^\

enough; 3-. Too bright)*
Directional lights of
minimum brilliancy are

ZJS

to be used for all visual
traffic between*•.and.••

except for messages of

precedence priority and
above requiring trans
mission to two or more

ships.

Message•*.has been passed

MESSAGES

ZJN

to those for whom I am res

ponsible (or to...) (at***)
but ttLn has not been re

ceived*

3J-1

CHANGE NO.

1
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KEY

QUESTION

ANSWER. ADVICE OR ORDER

MESSAGES

Message which follows is to

(Cont'd)

SIGNAL
ZJP

be encrypted and passed to
all addressees (by...).

(Only to be used by visual
not liable to interception •)

PROCEDURES

Use double-flash procedure.

ZJJ

RELAY

Visual relaying station

ZJF

between senior officer

(senior officer present
afloat) (or..*) and...is
to be.••

Relay this message (or
message...) by visual
(to...).

ZOA

I will relay your call

ZOL

sign to senior officer

present afloat, whose call
sign is...

REPEAT

Repeat all flashing (or

ZJG

semaphore) messages made
by the senior officer

(senior officer present
afloat).

Repeat back each group of
the text of this message

ZJO

as it is transmitted.

Repeat signal (or message

ZJQ

•••) the senior officer

(senior officer present
afloat) (or ship indicated)
is now transmitting or is
about to transmit.

SEMAPHORE

Only semaphore is to be

ZJR

used for visual signaling
between...and..*(or from...),

3J-2

CHANGE NO. 1
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Repeat all flag signals made
by the senior officer

SIGNAL

SIGNAL
ZJC

(senior officer present
afloat).

USE

Hoist the following signal*

ZJL

Use...(l. Better light;

ZJD

2* Better background).

WATCH/GUARD

May I close down

Close down visual watoh

visual watch now

now (or at***).

ZJB

(or at...)?
Set visual watch now (or

ZJE

at*..)•

Are you (or is...)

I am (or...is) visual

visual guard for

guard for...

ZJK

...?

9 J- 3
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